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In an open call for submissions, it was mentioned that there was no theme. This 
allowed for a variety of submissions. Since, as editor-in-chief, I do not screen the 
submissions and allow the reviewers to decide on the merit of each, I made interesting 
observations. There were a number of submissions that our reviewers decided needed 
major revisions because not enough of the literature was covered in the submission. 
This raises an interesting question for me. Are faculty aware of the multiple teaching 
and learning theories that impact their classrooms? To the best of my knowledge, many 
faculty do not have an educational background, yet we insist that they must articulate all 
the literature in the field. 

Since I do have a background in education, I use my editorial privilege to provide a 
very brief glimpse into some learning theories that explain the teaching/learning 
process. These may be helpful for those trying to write about their teaching/learning 
experiences. Below are five learning theory approaches. 

Behaviorist Approach- learning is a result of positive reinforcement for a behavior; 
the educator manipulates stimuli and reinforces the direct change  

Cognitivist Approach- learning results from internal thought processes within the 
context of human development; the educator organizes the experience to make it 
meaningful so the individual will reorganize his or her thinking. 

Social Approach- Learning results from observing role models receive positive 
reinforcement for their behavior along with the internal learner influences and controls. 
The educator models behavior, encourages perception of reinforcement, ensures the 
social messages in material are consistent and influences the learner’s self-controls. 

Psychodynamic Approach- learning results when interpretations are made and 
unconscious motivations are made conscious. The educator listens and poses 
questions carefully and makes sense of the learner’s personality and motivation to 
stimulate conscious awareness, insight and ego strength. 

Humanistic Approach-learning results when feelings, self-concept and needs 
change. Educators facilitate positive self growth, listen, allow choice and respect the 
learner. 

Below are some useful internet sites on learning theories. 

http://www.emtech.net/learning_theories.htm 

http://www.learning-theories.com/ 

http://www.nova.edu/~burmeist/learning_theory.html  
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